
Job Title:  Camera Hardware Engineer

Period: Full Time

Job purpose:
We are looking for hardware engineers who can design and develop the system level design of our
cameras from the lowest levels of circuit design to large system design. You will be working on our core
camera designs and enable the end to end pipeline with embedded software team. 

Duties & Responsibilities:
-Work on schematic and PCB design based on the reference platform.
-Design, simulate, and test of an ASIC to realize the computer vision algorithms.
-Develop a FPGA test platform to test, develop and optimize the full system.
-Contribute to compute roadmap to make advances in performance, power consumption, and form factor.
-Perform schematic design and work with the CAD team on PCB layout.
-Work with Software teams on device bring-up and development.
-Work with the product design team on mechanical integration.

Required Skills & Experience:
-Experience with system level design including circuit design, system bring-up, and integration and debug
-Experience with multiple technologies including power, digital, analog, and wireless design
-Experience leading and driving design development from schematic capture, PCB layout and assembly
-Experience in lab debug for hardware/software issues
-Experience partnering with Software team to define and implement firmware, drivers and algorithms
-User of Cadence IC design tools and high speed simulation tools like: SPICE, Hyperlynx, or others.
-Experience in FPGA programming.
-Design experience with GPU ASICs.
-Experience in both ASIC / SoC design methodologies.

Minimum Qualification:
-Bachelors degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science or related field, or equivalent practical
experience.
-3+ years of experience in digital/analog IC design.
-2+ years of hardware design experience with experience in digital embedded systems and analog design.
-2+ years of experience performing bring-up, debug, validation and optimization of systems.

How to Apply
Send your resume and portfolio (if possible) to careers@dreamvu.com 

mailto:careers@dreamvu.com

